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The Challenges of Writing
About Movies

\A/ :: :;i i::l1ffi :"ililTi: Iffi 
,.:# 

fr :plot of The Hunger Games more easiry than we could recite the
Gettysburg Address. 'We know more about the fictional char_
acrers who inhabit ..Middle 

Earth,, in The Lord of the Ringstrilogy than we know about many of the people who inhabit
our own lives.

It's precisely our familiarity with film, however, that pre-
scnts our greatest writing challenge. Film is so familiar and soprevalent in our lives that we are often lulled into viewing
trrovies passively. As a result, certain aspects of films are often
irrvisible to us. caught up in the entertainmenr, we sometimes
tlont "see" the camera work, composition, editing, or lighting.
Nor do we "hear,, the sound design. Nor do we observe the
;rt'ocluction struggles that accompany every film_including

't lrt. script's many rewrites, the drama of gettirrg the project
lirr;rnccd, the casting challenges, and the-hrrrrd..d, of other



era moves. Observe the composition (the light, shadow, andarrangement) within the frame. Think about how the filmwas edited. Note the sound design. In short, consider the ele-ments that make up the film and examine how they function,separately and together. In breaking down the fiim ,rr; r; 
.

constituent parts, you,ll be able to orolyrrwhat you see.You might also think abour rhe filrr ln the conrexr ofwhenit was made, how, and by whom. Consldering the context ofthe filmt production, its reception by viewing audiences, andits relationship with the culture in whlctr it was made andreleased, you,ll be abl,
and its conrexr. ,r rh.t:,t'J;.?;I#:Til[: il::il;transforms your thoughts and responses into writing that isappropriately academic.

Before we get into the thick of this subject, Iett tackle themost general question of all.

'{ . The Challenges of Writing About Movies

decisions that were srrung together to make the filmthe screen.

^- 
However, when your film professor asks you to writefilm, itt precisely those ..invisible,, 

aspecrs ;;;:#T
to see and hear. you need to pay utt.rrtio, to the way the cam.

What ts Academic Writing?

writing (sometimes called ..scholar-

by scholars for other scholars_and
college student, you are engaged in

4

Simply put, academic
ship") is writing done
that includes you. As a

What ls Academic Writing?

ler tltirt scholars have been engaged in for centuries:

FEHII uhor-rt, think about, argue about, and write about

ldens. o{'course being a scholar requires that you read,

k, algtrc, and write in certain ways. You will need to make

lfld rttl,po|t your claims according to the customary expecta-

l[lttr r rl tlrc academic community.

lLrw ilo you determine what these expectations are? The

lltrlr,'y tl.reorist Kenneth Burke has famously described schol-

fl.l'rlr i1r rrs an ongoing conversation, and this metaphor may be

lrlllrl'u l. lmagine you have just arrived at a dinner party. The

ullrt'trssion (which in this case is about cinema) has already

lrr,r'rr going on for quite a while when you arrive. What do

yotr do? Do you sit down and immediately voice your opin-

ions? Or do you listen, try to gauge the lay of the land, deter-

rnine what contribution you might make, and only then

v('nture to make it?

The etiquette that yop would employ at the dinner party is

precisely the strategy that you should use when you write aca-

demic papers. In short, listen to what other scholars are saying.

Familiarize yourself with the scholarly conversation before

jumping in. Pay attention to both what is said and how it is

said. A book like the one you're reading now can be a helpful
"dinner companion' that helps get you up to speed and fills

you in on the conversation that preceded you. But you should

make use of other resources, too. Your professor, for instance,

' is a living, breathing expert on what fi.lm scholars care about.

Books, journals, and reputable Internet sites also offer an
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opportunity to eavesdrop on the ongoing scholarly conversa-tion about movies. once you r.ra..rturralrre substance ofthatconversation, you can begin to construct informed argumentsofyour own.

Getting Started
CONSIDER WHAT YOU KNOW

A short paper written in response to a viewing of AlfredHitchcockt R earWir
you to b e ra mir iar ;::{::::: "i:;::ffi ?;;::::: ;];: ;broad familiarity with film,s formal .l._"rrtr.

However, if you,re asked to write an academic paper onthe film, you,ll want to know more. you,ll want to have afirm grasp of the technical and formal elemenrs of film sothat you can explain how Hitchcock and his collaborators
created the moyie. you,ll want to be familiar with Hitch_cock's other firms so that you can understand what themesare important to Hitchcock and his work. Finally, if you,rewatching this film in an upper_level film class, you,ll want robe aware of different critical perspectives on Hitchcock,sfilms and on films in general, so that you can ,.place,, 

yourargument within the ongoing critical conversation.

Getting Started

GONSIDER WH.AT YOU THINK

'l'lte irim in thinking about your topic is ro come up with fresh

obscrvations. After all, it's not enough to summarize in a paper

wlrrrt's obvious, what's already known and discussed. You must

ulso add something ofyour own to the conversation.

Understand, however, that "adding something of your
own" is not an invitation to allow your personal associations,

r'('actions, or experiences to dominate your paper. To create

un informed argument, you must first recognize that your
writing should be analytical rather than personal. In other
words, your writing must show that your associations, reac-

tions, and experiences of a film have been framed in a critical,
rather than a personal, way.

This is not to say that your personal responses to a movie are

irrelevant. Indeed, your personal responses are often a good

starting point for the academic work to come. For instance,

being terrifie dby The Babadook QOt4; director:Jennifer Kent) can

be the first step on the way to astrong analysis. Interrogate your
terror. Why are you scared? Which elements ofthe film contrib-

ute most to your fear? How does the film play with the horror
genre in order to evoke a fear that is fresh and convincing?

Interrogating your personal responses is the first step

in making sure that your argument will be appropriately aca-

demic. To help ensure that your responses are critical rather

than personal, subject them to the following critical thinking
processes: summary, evaluation, analysis, and synthesis.



SUMMARIZE

The Challenges of Writing About Movies

The first step in thinking critically about any film is tosummarize what the film presents onscreen. you can con.struct several differ
but beware : .,., r"# :::ffi :;1'J*il:,r$ff :';summary-isn't as simple as it seems. It,s difficult to writeboth economicaily and descriptivery, to discern whatt essen_tial to your discussion and what,s not.

Consider this: Orson Wellest Citizen Kane (1941)has a verycomplexplot using seven narrators and consisting ofnine parts(five of which include flashback sequences). Further compli
cating matters is that the story duration is about seventy years,while the plot duration is one week of a reporter,s research.
Citizen Kane is a notoriously difficult film to sum up_though
the followingplot summary byJesse Garon, taken from theInrerner Movie Database (IMDb), does an excellent job:

Multimillionaire newspaper tycoon Charles Foster Kanedies alone in his extravagant mansion, Xanadu, speaking
a single word: ,,Rosebud.,, 

ln an attempt to figure out themeaning of this word, a reporter tracks down the people
who worked and lived with Kane; they tell their stories ina series of flashbacks that reveal much about Kane,s lifebut not enough to unlock the riddle of his dying breath.

What makes rhis summary effective? It follows the basicstrltcture of any film: a conflict/riddle/problem is proposed;

Getting Started

lli('s to solve the problem, meeting obstacles along

ildll lirtrlly, the problem is resolved. The writer of this

t'y I r'ilces the conflict without being sidemacked by the

frtnt lrLrt complications. He sticks to the theme and to

thg lrert,' t'onflict/resolution structure. He also makes sure

that lrts scrltences are simple and clear' In the end, he pro-

durr, ,' surnmary that is faithful to the film but that doesn't

l,lVt t'wlrt'lm the reader with details.

'l'lrt' cxercise of summarizing a film in this manner is a

tlpt'lirl one. In most student film essays, plot summary is an

lilll)o|tant touchstone for the rest of the paper's argument: it

Itellrs to ground your argument in concrete details. Summa-

t'lzing a film's plot helps you to see its structure, conflicts,

snrl themes. But if you choose to provide a plot summary in

y( )r,l r own writing, use it judiciously-as a tool that aids your

;trralysis, not as an excuse to avoid analysis. A commonbegin-

lrcr's error is to hand in a paper that claims to offer an argu-

n-rcnt about a fil'm but instead merely retells the movie's story.

You can avoid this by resisting the urge to structure your

paper around the movie's narrative chronology. Use the nar-

rative events to support your argument, but don't allow those

events to overwhelm it.

When thinking critically about a film, you needn't limit

yourself to plot summary. Equally useful, depending on your

purpose, are summaries of a film's production values (light-

ing, editing, sound), its production history (financing, cast-

ing, distribution), or its critical reception (reviews, scholarship,
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and so on). The
you clarify *n.f"'"'l 

that summari' '

tion for rn. rrroll 
vou know ,0.;;;;:'"sis 

userul in he.rpins
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Getting Started

FBHlltHt,(.1 Uvaluating what,s special about a film allows youtfl lrolrrtc those aspects that are most interesting_and mostfi'tllt lir I -ro investigate further.

ANALYZE

Itr llrt, analysis stage of constructing an informed argument,yorrr lirst task is to
r*crcst you, then 

consider the parts of your topic that most

,rrrrrherorto,n.*n:;H"":i:;,'!;;:;;:;:*,,.#
lo break the film dc
.r.view, camera *o]*'by 

examining particular scenes, point

w i,,r*o ask, what IIIr'il ::-, ",f: :? i}j:;3lr;l::l,
Irow do these components contribute to the film,s theme? Howclo they contribute to V/ellest work as a whole?

Films are filled with so much information that it is difficult tosee even a small part of their forrnal and narrative arrangementin one viewing. you can learn a good deal b.ing individual shots .

taking notes .u.n rr-''o 
tt""'''it*i"- tJ;:"1'll"tflJ;

nize how rhe parts J"Til't:,ff;:"Tffir:fJff;:
recall previous events and foreshadow others, how motifs andsubplots function, and how 

".ror, ...u,. .n
voice, gesture, and expression. When a*rrd:il;:;::I:l
you might focus on one particular formal or narrative elementin each viewing: lighting, editing, camera mc
costume, dialogue, music, sound effects, ,"o r;:;:t, 

setting,
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When you analyze, you break the whole into.parts so thatyou might see the whole differently. .When 
you analyze, youfind things ro say.

SYNTHESIZE

When you synthesize, you Iook for co nnectionsbetween ideas.Consider once again Ctizen Kane. In analyzingthis film, youmight come up with elements thar ,..*'r.rrrrurry disparate.You might have some observations that at first dont seem tojell. Or you might have read various critical perspectives onthe film, ar of them in disagreement with one anorher. Nowwould be the time to consider whether these disparate ele_ments or observations might be reconciled, or synthesized.This intellecrual exe

orsument_a,-*..;:;::ffi::11il:r.,,2:::iK::::
tions and perspecdves might stand.

In an analysi s of Citizen Kane, for example, an author mightobserve a series of el
oneanotherpo.i.,,t,lT"lT:ffir:Tl,il.T;';i::#:
ing emotions that tht
variousreerings,n",;.1;::.;;il:::r:f i:II:f ffi.:and rage), and how the interior rrrd .rr.rio. actions contradictour typical expectations (whereas outside in the snow the boyCharles plays gleefully, inside the house, which one wouldexpect to be warmer, the lamps remain unlit and the action iscold and srrained). The point that the author might make by

Adopting a Rhetorical Stance

cullirrg our attention to these conflicting aspecrs of the film is

lltrrt Welles is constructing a scene in which appearances are

rlt'r't'iving. Through this scene, an author is warned that her
owrr interpretations of the film's surface details might be mis-
trrl<cn. This warning leads the author ro think more broadly
rrllor,rt what Welles might be saying-about appearances, and

irhout the secrets that we hold within. The author might then
bc inspired to look for other examples in which Welles seems

to be commenting on appearances, and synthesize them into
ir broader observarion of the film. In this way, the author
rlight transform a list of observations into a powerful and

intriguing argument.

Adopting a Rhetorical Stance

When writing an academic paper, you must.consider not
only what you want to say but also the audience to whom
you're saying it. In other words, it's important to determine
not only what you think about a topic but also what your
audience is likely ro think. What biases does your audience

have? What values, expectations, and knowledge do they pos-

sess? For whom are you writing, and for what purpose?

When you begin to answer these questions, you have

started to reckon with what has been called the "rhetorical

stance," which refers to the position you take as a writer in
terms of both the subject and the reader of your paper.
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CONSTDER YOUR POSITION

Lett first consider vorrr rFlori^-^Li-- . , u '

ing about when ifi;,]:"ll:j:i:?rJ:ffi ];,:topic. you determine whethe. you,r. fo, o,
ate or coor-headed. Because few issues ."ri*"T;:::iLl:
and con or black and white, you,ll also *ur, ,o consider thenuances of your position. Finally, you may wish to con_sider whether or not your position takes a particular criticalperspective (e'g'' feminisr). All of these considerations wirlenable you to refine

ro ensure ,n* r.;';:;::ffi;il:[, anaryticar, youshould ask yourself
youye taken this r".,ffi.q;:::;T ;j:1" 

bv asking why

you find.o-" .r.-..rr".ili.'I,* *^-l"l 
lnstance' why did

ers? Does this p,io,rti'li"J iSllil:jffiff#il::
your part? Ifyou dismissed part of the film as boring o. unim_porrant, why did fou d1 so? Do you have personal issues orexperiences that might lead you to b" mpatienr with certainelements? Might any parr of your response to the moviecause readers to discount your paper as biased or uncritical? Ifso, you might wanr ro

s rronsry ab out the,._fi :::fi:{::#THj 
?.:J*,;iwant to carefully plan how you will ,rpf.r, that argumentwith evidence from the film.
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Adopting a Rhetorical Stance

GONSIDER YOUR AUDIENCE

Yorrr'position on a topic does not, by itself determine your
t'lrt.t,r'ical stance. You must also consider your readers. In the
rollt,gc classroom, ihe audience is usually the professor or your
1'l.1s1;11145s5-although occasionally your professor will instruct
y()u to write for a more particular or more general audience.
No matter who your readers are, you'll want to consider them
cir lcfully before you start to write.

What do you know about your readers and their stance
toward your topic? What are they likely to know about the
topic? What biases are they likely to have? Moreover, whar
t'lfect do you hope to have on the readers? Is your aim to
be controversial? Informative? Entertaining? Will the readers
appreciate or resent your intention?

Once you've determined who your readers are, you will
want to consider how you might best reach them. If, for
example, you're an authority on a particular subject and you,re
writing ro readers who know little or nothing about that sub_
ject, you'llwant to take an informative stance. Ifyou arent yet
confident about a topic and you have more questions than
answers, you might want to take an inquisitive stance.

In any case, when you're deciding on a rhetorical stance,
choose one that allows you to be sincere. you don,t want to
take an authoritative stance on a subject ifyou cannot be con_
fident about what you're saying. On the other hand, you dont
want to avoid taking a position on a subject; readers are very
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often frustrated by writers who refuse to take a clear stance.
What if you are of rwo minds on a subject? Declare that to
the reader. Make ambivalence your clear rhetorical stance. \/

Finally, don,t write simply to please your professor. Though
some professors find it flattering to discover that all of their
students share their positions on a subject, most of us are hop-
ing that your argument will engage us by telling us some-
thing new about your topic_even if that .something 

new,, is
simply a fresh emphasis on a minor detail. Moreover, it,s
impossible for you to replicate the ideal paper that exists in
your professor's head. When you rry, you risk having your
analysis compared to your professor,s own. Is that really what
you want?

Considering Tone and Style
So now you understand what,s required of you in an aca-
demic paper. you need to be analytical. you need to create an
informed argument. you need to consider your relationship
to the topic and to the reader. But what about finding an
appropriare academic tone and style?

The tone and style of academic writing might ar firsr seem
intimidating. But that needn,t be the case. profbssors want
students to write clearly and intelligently on matters that
they, the students, care about. What professors don,t want is
imitation scholarship_that is, exalted gibberish rhat no one
cares to read. If the student didn,t care to write the paper, the

16

Considering Tone and Style

pt'olbssor probably won't care to read it. The tone of an aca-

drnrlc paper, then, must be inviting to the reader, even while
It ttrnintains an appropriate academic style.

l{t,r.rrcmber that professors are human beings, capable of
Irolcllom, laughter, irritation, and awe. They have lives out-

rltlt. of their duties as teachers, and they don't appreciate hav-

Ing their time wasted any more than you do. Understand that
yorri'e writing to a person who will be delighted when you
tnirkc your point clearly, concisely, and persuasively. Under-
rllrrd, too, that she will be less delighted if you have inflated
y()Lrr prose, pumped up your page count, or tried to impress

lrcr by using terms that you didn't take the time to under-
stand. (For more on how to crafr an appropriate bur engaging
ircademic tone and style, see 'Attending to Style," later in this
gr-ride.)



Looking at Movies

Q "f".. vou start writing anything about a movie, vou

[*,1 must first look at it-closely, with an analytical eye, and

,u med with the specialized vocabulary that is an integral part
ol.serious film study. Looking closely at movies, and taking
notes as you do so, is the first step to having something inter-
t'sting to say about them. This chapter should help you get

the process started.

Public and Private Screenings

Most film courses require attendance at public screenings,

and often the movies being viewed are the ones that your
professor wants you to write about. Even if public screenings

aren't required by your instructor, viewing a movie with an

audience in a theater is something that every student of film
should experience. The reaction of your fellow audience

members may, after all, be different from yours. Being alert



to rheir reactions .:rr;r;;," : i". things about the
film that you might have overlooked if your only screening
happened in the privacy ofyour own room. Use the time in a
public screening to enjoy the experience along with the audi-
ence, but also to note those moments when the audience
reacts strongly to what,s happening onscreen. If you can
manage it, take shorthand notes (as discreetly as possible)
about what was happening onscreen immediately before,
during, and after rhose moments. These notes will be valu-
able when you later view the movie in private.

There was a time not so long ago when scholars, critics,
and students of film were forced to write about movies with_
out the benefit of private viewings after public screenings.
Relying on nores and memory, they often got the details
wrong, sometimes in ways that undercut the arguments they
were atrempdng to make. Thankfully, those days are past.
Most of the movies that instructors assign in film courses are
also available in digital formats for private viewing. These
formats have been tremendously popular with consumers,
obviously, but they are also a godsend for film scholars and
film students, who can rewind, fast_forward, pause, and select
specific scenes as often as they need to.

The benefits of private viewings and these simple playback
options for film analysis cant be overstated. The pause button,
for example, allows you to look carefully at the composition of
a shot, to note details of the setting, design, lighting, and indi
vidual characters' appearance. The ability to watch a scene first

Public and Private Screenings

with the sound on, then with the sound off, and then to close

your eyes and listen only to the sound in that scene, can help

you isolate the effects of the visual and auditory elements indi-

viclually, and thus understand how that scene "works" with

nrore precision. Even fast-forwarding through a film that

you've already viewed can reveal things about the movie: for

irrstance, the repetition of certain patterns, motifs, or visual

themes that might not have been obvious when viewed at reg-

r-rlar speed.

Not only do digital formats allow you to view movies in a

more accurate and productive way, but they also frequently

give you access to contextual information about the fllm

that might be difficult to find otherwise. Many DVDs, for

example, provide special features that document the film's

production background, the intentions and plans of its cre-

ators, and the technological innovations and techniques that

made certain things happen onscreen. They also often

include scenes and shots that were cut from the film' Viewing

unused footdge provides further insight into the decision-

making process of the filmmakers. Sometimes, a scene is cut

because of a poor acting performance' or an entire subplot is

removed because it doesn't seem to work. Other times, very

good scenes and strong performances are left on the cutting

room floor. The decision to remove such scenes sometimes

reflects the desires of a director to tell the story more con-

cisely or simply, and other times is a signal that a producer or

other executive has pushed for a shorter running time' Since
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many deleted sc

sound editing, #::,T"i:T;::fftre thev underwent

they are rough cuts), this unused .rr";"T::.;:.T,jIT;
matic evidence of the degree ro which itm studios polish thefinal product_a useful remindett ur rf,
of the finat rerease i. ,r--;*:'::- :: 

t"t supposed "realism"

coupred *,,h ;: *::il TT.**ff 
nJ ."",",.,,,,

special DvD featur." ;;:; 
rurormatron on the Internet,

dance of materiar 
provide film students with u" ,b.,rr-

or researchers lucl 
once reserved only for industry insiders

film libraries, urro,, 
enough to be granted access to ,trdior,

tage of this _",..,IT:":::'f::::,.H shourd tuk",d,".,.

assignment. 
---*v' qo ro rc,cvsrlt to your writing

The lmportance of Taking Notes
Taking notes is an e

movies.whetherr.'j':,:']fl;,,T;mX::J,,::J::::
ing a public or personal screening, crrrr* key points of aclassroom lecture or

;n1*",,:#;i:::H'::,:i,"?,fi lffiT:r
not recail when it .ls' 

ofld insights that you may otherwise

paper. Memory is,.,, ;:;.: rT;",;J:[l l;ff ::: H:izing that "memory," especiaily in academic settings, existsno less in documents rhan between .;, .;;: should encour_age you to adopt good note_tat i.rg p.u.ri..r. There are norules for note taking, but here 
".. , f.i rr.ir, hints to starr:
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The lmportance of Taking Notes

Mnhr your notes as succinct as possible.

Itrnlst the temptation to record all of your observarions ar

orrr'rr. Focus instead on significant turning points and

rlt'tails. You can always return to the film for more

rlctail later.

Mir l<c r:ough sketches of shots that you want to discuss.
'l'hese will prove very useful when you begin to write.
ll'you're viewing on a computer, you can also use an

inexpensive software program to grab images from the
movie and insert them into your paper as illustrations.

[]sc shorthand for describing what you see onscreen (a list
ofsuggested shorthand notations is provided at the end

of the book). This shorthand will nor only speed up the

process but will get you in the habit of using film terms.

If you're viewing the movie on a player of some sort,

make note of the timing of each shot that you want to
discuss-for instance, O9:43-so that you can easily

find it agairlif you need to. If you're watching in a
theater, note the approximate timing (e.g., "approx.

10:00").

Review and organize your notes according to any pat-

terns or categories rhat may appear. Do this while the

viewing is still fresh in your mind. Many srudents

come up with ideas for their papers when they reorga-

nize the observations in their notes.

Taking notes is a highly personal activity. Some people metic-

ulously record information in a systematic way, while others
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haphazardly scrav
ever method *ono'Y"ut 

and doodles' Yo

gies for nore rakiis t":' "n";';u 
should adopt what'

and srudenr, ,hrr,g 
that have ,.";.;;.:"re 

are a few strate_

your ov/n or.oor.rlo' 
might consider ":il':r'ff;:},i:

ASKING WHY

When viewing a fil

#ffi:#,,,';i:,,}:li i:i:lJ :T: :i:,* 
way,hr.ugh

at the mome.rr. Trki.o' 
as different, -.-ott 

to things about

notes abour them in::""^'" 
ofthese rnrr*r, rrojtiu.;iff;:::

1::1,*,.,. ;;;;ff ,::ff;' :; ;:: *,r p,o.np"r you
Jf you can answe*hr, .,,^.,,^l 

" uw, t,roSe rnoments to see

ffi',:'.;:JTI.HLT::.y!r::."HJJ:ffi *'i'J:
specific nm,. ,r,ut rlffiffff, #les 

of questions abour

Why are the first ter
The Antichrisrl r, *'-'"'es 

or so [oflars von f}ier's
\tr/hy do the credits ,rlack-and-white 

and in slow motion?

Kubrickt rronor)! 
at,the beginning fofstanle y

,,;,.:",1#i*ffi1,,,,";ltffiH;i:,,,,, 
.o

V/hy is the first runnir
Lola Runjhrrrl_. J- 

ng.sequence 
fin Tom Tykwer,s RzaLolaRun]partlydonei, F, rurn rykwer'sRan

n animated cartoon form?

The lmportance of Taking Notes

Why cl.es the camera ..look 
away,, at the moment that

Vic Vega cuts off Marvin Nash,s ear lin euentin
' I h rantino's Reservoir Dogs]?

wlry is the dialogue so hard ro hear fin Tbrrence Marick,s
'l'he Tree of Lffi?

Why are there two actresses ptaying the same role in the
same scene fin Luis Bufiuelt That Obscure Object ofDesire)?

(.)rrcsrions such as these will plant the seeds for productive
rt, vicwing, analysis, and writing.

PLOT SEGMENTATION

ll'you suspect, after your firsr question-generating note_taking
scssion, that you will need to understand the structure of the
moviet narrative system in order to write your paper, then
you may want to create a plot segmefiation_ascene_by_scene
outline of the entire film_during your first re_viewing. In a
plot segrr?enration, each scene should be described briefly in a
separate line, with whatever details strike you as worth noting
(for example, the nature of the transition from one scene to
another, the setting in time and place, any significant differ_
ence in this scene,s mood, etc.). How will you know when
you ve gone from one scene to another? when a film signifi_
cantly shifts in time, space, or action, a new scene has begun.

Once you ve mapped out the individual scenes, you should
have a documenr that is no longer than a fewpages. Ifyou find
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yourself on a pace to produce a ten-page document, stop_youhave probably confused indlviduaish-or, fir;,

,t;tt#t 
frorn a plot segmentadon of Joh ";:::;::;;:::;'

one of the first things a plot segmentation shows you is theboundaries ofeach scene. seeing these boundaries raid out in

l6

l. MORNTNG OF THE FTRST DAy tN TONTO tN THE iBTOs
A. The U.S. cavalry office receives telegraph warning thatApache warriors, under the command of Geronimo, are cut_ting telegraph wires, a sign that they,re preparing to attackthe white setflers.

B. Six passengers, the d .

coach, which is "...,o1;:"'; ilj5fl:ff:. the srase_

FIRST STAGE OF THE JOURNEY TO LORDSBURG

Conversations establish the passengers, b;toward one another. 
r"vJe,rvEr5 oasrc antipathy

A rifle shot announces the appearance of the Ringo Kid; hesurrenders his rifle, and
convict. 

the sheriff arrests him as an escaped

{Title, cast names, and principal o.oOrJ*.r"d-G

Ringo.enters the coach.

The journey resumes without interruption.

The lmportance of Taking Notes

orrc document helps reveal the movie's overall structure (e.g.,

t lrc number of "acts," the presence of a thematic pattern) and

Its smallest details (e.g.,a consistent use of a certain type of
t rilrlsition between scenes). A plot segmentation is best done
tluring a re-viewing of the film, and with rhe assisrance of the
lirst-forward button.

SHOT-ANALYSIS CHARTS

Sometimes, your instructor will tell you to pay special atten-

tion to a particular scene in the movie you're writing about.

Or, if the topic of your paper is yours to determine, you may
realize after a few viewings that a particular scene in a movie
may be critically important to your paper. Either way, a use-

ful note-taking strategy when you want to analyze a specific

scene is the shot-analysis chart. A shot-analysis chart, like the
plot segmegtation, is a "map" of sorts that allows you to see

the shot-by-shot structure ofa scene, and thus to understand
better how the scene works.

The simplest version of a shot-analysis chart would offer
four columns and as many rows as there are discrete shots. The
columns would be as you see in the sample chart that follows
of the beginning of the 'hssassination' scene in D. W. Griffith's
The Birth of a Nation (1915): one column for numbering each

shot, one that describes each shot in enough detail that you'll
be able to recall its details when you larer write about it, one

that specifies the duration of the shot, and finally, one rhat
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2

Lincoln's party enter their viewing box.

Members of Lincoln's parry appear
inside the box.

Lincoln tips his hat to an artendant.

Lincoln's party in the box; Lincoln
. appears in it.

Elsie Stoneman and Ben Cameron sitting
in auditorium; they see Lincoln, clap, and
rise from their seats.

View from the back ofthe auditorium
toward the stage. The audience is
standing, clapping, and cheering Lincoln.
The president's box (as in shot 4); Lincoln
and Mrs. Lincoln bow to the audience.

As in shot 6-

The president's box (as in shot 7);

Lincoln enters the box and sits down.
* Medium shot
** Long shot

specifies the type of shot (using a shorrhand norarion). While
the shot-analysis chart might initially seem too technical and
detailed for your \Mork as a novice film analyst, you,ll find that
taking the time to create this chart will acually save you rime
when you start putting together your analysis_you won,t
have to keep returning to the film to note the shot sequence,
duration, and so on.

Looking at Movies

Shot

number Description
Length

(sec)

Type

of shot

7

4

5

4

MS*

MS

MS

MS

MS

LS **

MS

LS

MS

)
5

The lmPortance of Taking Notes

You might choose to get into more detail by adding other

columns. To chart a particularly kinetic scene, for example,

you might want to describe the movement of the camera and

t lrc movement of figures within the frame' If you suspect that

tlre setting of each shot in a scene is somehow crucial to the

rl rgument that you'Il want to make, then you probably should

irtld a column specifically dedicated to a description of the set-

t ing. If the sound in the film seems to be playing a crucial role

irr the scenes you're analyzing, then you will want to add a

(:olumn that allows you to specify the types and sources of

sound in each shot. Whether spare or detailed, the main pur-

pose of a shot-analysis chart is to accurately map the progress

from one shot to another in the scene' This sort ofnote tak-

ing will help you be precise in your descriptive analysis when

you finally write your PaPer.

uslNG St{oRTHAND NOTATION

No matter what sort of note-taking system or strategy you

adopt, it's hetpful to have a list of shorthand notation$ you

can use to quickly describe what you are seeing and hearing

onscreen. The list included at the back of this book, "Short-

hand Notation for Screenings," can get you started, but of

course any set of shorthand notations, as long as you apply

them consistently, can do the trick.
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What Are you Looking For?
You may wonder at this point jusr whar arl these toors and
amount to. What, exactly, are you lookingfor? What,s thepoiitl

To answer these questions, first we need to recognize that
every movie is a complex synthesis_a combination of many
separate, interrelated elements that form a coherent whole,
Anyone attempdng to comprehend a complex synthesis must
rely on analysis-the act of taking something complicated
apart to figure out what it is made ofand how it all fits together,

A chemist, for example, breaks down a compound sub-
stance into its constituent parts to learn more than just a list of
ingredients. The goal usually exrends to determininghow the
identified individual components work together toward some
sort of outcome: What is it about this particular mixture that
makes it taste like strawberries, or grow hair, or kill cock-
roaches? Likewise, film analysis involves more than breaking
down a sequence, a scene, or an entire movie to identify the
tools and techniques that are used to create it. The investiga-
tion is also concerned with the function and potential effect of
that combination: Why does it make you turrgir, o. prompt
you to tell your friend to see it, or incite you tojoin the peace
Corps? The search for answers to these sorts ofquestions boils
down to one essential inquiry: W.hat does it mean?

Intriguingly, movies have a way of hiding their methods
and meanings. When movies are consumed the way they

What Are You Looking For?

tlesigrrcd to be consumed (i'e'' as entertainment' inone

Silnt*'','up,"d sitting), then their methods' and even their

in*i.,'f yi,',g *eanings, fade into the background-they become

ttl6ylrlirlc" to the viewer.

'l'lrc moving aspect of moving pictures is one reason for

tltln irrvisibility' Movies simply move too fast for eYen the

nlort cliligent viewers to consider everything they've seen'

Wltctr we tead abook, we can pause to ponder the meaning

0l'rrrty word, sentence, or passage' Our eyes often flit back to

l'evicw somethingwe've already read' Similarly' we can stand

ntrcl study a painting or sculpture for as long as we require in

or,rkrr to absorb whatever meaning we need oI want from it'

llrrt up until very recently, our relationship with movies has

bcc:n transitory' We experience movie shots-each of which

is capable of delivering multiple layers of visual and auditory

infbrmation-for the briefest of moments before they are

taken away and replaced with another' and another' and

rnother. Ifyoure watching a movie the way it's designed to be

cxperienced, youre absorbed in what you're seeing' There's

no time (and perhaps no desire) to contemplate the layers of

meanings that a single movie moment might present'

Recognizing a spectator's tendency to identify with the

camera's viewpoint (which may be omniscient or that of an

individual or group), early fllmmakers created a film grammar

(or cinematic language) that draws upon the way we interpret

visual or audio information in our real lives' thus allowing

audiences to absorb movie meaning intuitively and instantly'
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Cinematic language is a verbal and nonverbal methodcommunication that uses formal elements to express a moyie,g

::.:"T.T :1, 
fe etlnss rhe s e eleme"" 

";" 
;;*tive, m i s e _ en.,scdne (the sum of everything rfr" "rai.rr.J;"il;:.r::

;::j::r:' 
white viewing), cinematography, acting, editing,

In the hands of film arrists, the flexibility of this languageis what makes mov.
that art has to #Ti:I:;:',::;::;.I;:i,J,Tffi:
the properties ofthe movie camera, the more you will under_stand how rich its potential is, not only to record, but also tomanipulate the world we see o, th" ..r..,
we say that everything you see (or n.r.) ;;rT:jT:Jil:]
for a reason, whethe:
creates rhyth- r., 

" 
..t 

tto the way an actor performs' an editor

emorionwithtone.;ffi ;::;*';,T:*:H,ff"T,r::::
matic language with a power equal to that of
a nover. rndeed, ,, ,, ;;;;"-_::"'ii:otan 

authorwriting

with m any a.ti, tr. u,,Jtiflfi :ffi .?.l;h1],T.,[ #::ordinarily works alone.
So, what are you looking for? in short, you are looking forspecific examples of cinematic language that will support theprincipal idea of your paper. Let,s say that you have chosen towrite about how Spike Lee develops th. th.*. ofpower in Dothe Rigfut Thing (1989),a classic filrrrabout.u.i"l ,rd ethnic ten-sions in a New york City neighborhood. Lee made a film rarherthan a novel because sight and sound r."_., ,o him to be the

What Are You Looking For?

Futt t'eirlistic ways to capture the vigorous movement and

Ettetgy of a large city and colorful cast of characters' He tells

hlr rt,,,'y using cinematic language (or film grammar), mean-

lllg tlrirt instead of telling us, as a novelist does, he shows us

1{lt lr strch expressive elements as cinematography, acting, edit-

Itrg, rrrrcl sound that create not only shots, but also meaning'

l,r't's say that from your classroom discussions and back-

glornrd preparation, you have reached two hypotheses: that

r.rrr'h of Lee's characters have their own ideas about power'

urtl that their individual ideas play out in larger conflicts

lrt't ween a range of opposing forces of race, ethnicity, family'

gcrrder, culture, and philosophy. So, in your first analytical

st'r'cening, you will be looking for examples of how ideas of

l)()wer are expressed in cinematography, editing, or sound' As

you watch the film, you find that the camera is almost always

rTroving as it records the characters' continuous activity; the

cditing maintains that pace; and the sound, which is realistic

and diegetit, often from a boom box, is loud and vibrant' There

is power in this movement and volume'

This is just a start. Although these examples demonstrate

the interdependent relationship of cinematic form and content'

Do theRightThingisnot a film that shouldbe evaluated strictly

on just formal standards. Its meanings are also a product of

social contexts bigger than what's on the screen' Remember

that your examples must not only support your position but

also consider your readers-what sort of context would they

bring to a reading of Do theRightThingl
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4.

Formal Analysis

I 
n the previous chapter, we focused on the elements of mov-

I ics that are there on the screen for us to see. Analyzing those
t,lcments-a process sometimes referred to asformal dnalysis_
is an important part (in many cases even the dominantpart) of
the process of writing about moyies. But it isnt the only
approach you'll want to consider. In this chapter, we will
briefly describe the various analytical approaches_starting
with formal analysis-that serious students of film are asked
to employ intheir writing.

What ls Formal Analysis?

Careful analysis of a film,s form is an essential skill for any
student of cinema. Nearly every essay about movies will
employ formal analysis, even ones that are written primarily
from another perspective.

So what is formal analysis? Formal analysis dissects the
complex synthesis of cinematography, sound, composition,
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What ls Formal Analysis?

tukc the time to examine the way that form and content
together ro create meaning, you'll certainly find inter-

tlflttg icleas that can serve as the foundation for your paper.

EISCRIBING FILM FoRM

Wltirtcver formal element or elements you choose to write
dlrotrt, you need to offer your reader dynamic, detailed,
descliptive writing. In other words, you need to show, not
Iut'r'cly tell, your readers what happens. While your essays
('iililrot provide your reader images twenty feet tall or offer
trp enhanced surround sound, they can evoke-through
lirnguage-something of the film's form and your experience
ol'it. Also important to note is that a good description can be
irrralytical: the way you describe a scene or shot can convey
your analysis ofthat scene or shot. For these reasons it's impor-
lant to craft your descriptions with great care.

Let's look at a few descriptions of the opening sequence of
Alfred Hitchcock's Vertigo (1958). In the first example, notice
that although the writer has something to say, the writing
offers very little detailed imagery:

The theme of vertigo can be seen even in the opening
credits. The close-up of a woman,s face and the music
make one think of psychological problems. The circles that
begin to appear seem like a vertigo of some kind. The
opening makes it clear that the movie Vertigo will be
about more than just the fear of heights.
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3 . Formal Analysis

like. Nor do we know what sort ofmusic might be playing that
would make us understand that we are looking at a woman
who is unstable. Moreover, this description doesnt connect the
descriptive details to the anarysis: the writer ,els us what we
should be thinking, but doesn,t show us why we should be
thinking that way. In sum, the writer has squandered an oppor-
tunity to write a description that also shapes her analysis.

The next example, by the firm critic and schorar Robin
Wood, is more descriptive. Note that Wood not only prac-
tices the principle of Show, d.onttell;he also shapes his descrip_
tion in order to make his analytical points:

This writing doesnt offer a vivid description of the opening
ofthe film. we dont get a sense ofwhat the woman,s face rooks

One aspect of the theme of Vertigo is given to us by Saul
Bass's credit designs. We see a woman,s face; the camera
moves in first to rips, then to eyes. The face is brank, mask_
like, representing the inscrutability of appearances: the
impossibiritv of knowing what goes on behind the mask. But
the eyes dart nervously from side to side: beneath the mask
are imprisoned unknown emotions, fears, desperation. Then
a vertiginous, spiraling movement begins in the depths
of the eye, moving outward as if to involve the spectator.
Before the film has begun, we are made aware that the ver_
tigo of the tiile is to be more than a literal fear of heights.j

I Robin Wood, Hitchcock\ Films Revisited (New york: Columbia Universiry Press, t9S9), 110.

What ls Formal Analysis?

Wttotl's arralysis of the opening credit sequence works both

bEt',tt,*r,' he helps us to see the opening sequence' and because

he lllttstrates the theme of vertigo-an abstraction-via his

titlil('r'('tc description of what is projected onscreen'

Whiltever formal element or elements you focus on when

ynu il ltalyze a film, make sure that you use language that is as

vlvitl and descriptive as possible' Tie the concrete details and

tlrt' r'arefully constructed observations to larger themes and

Itk'its as you see fit, but always make sure that the particulars

within the film back you up' Getting the details right is the

Irlirrt and soul of formal analysis'

DOING FORMAL ANALYSIS:

A SCREENING CHECKLIST

As you examine a movie's formal elements' keep in mind the

lilllowing questions and considerations' For your conve-

rrience, we've crafted this list according to the primary cate-

gories offilm form: narrative, mise-en-scdne' cinematography'

;rcting, editing, and sound' If you are uncertain about the

meaning of any of the terms used in the following pages' you

should consult the "Illustrated Glossary of Film Terms" at the

end of this book. If youre eager for more complete discussions

of these terms, you should consult a more comprehensive text'

such as Lo oking at Movies : An lntro duction to FiLm'
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ln general

Whenever you prepare a formal analysis ofa scene,s use offilm
;:ffiHilby considering the firmmakers. intenr. n._"*.
very rittle - *il;,: ;:T:ITffi 

tool atthei.di,po,ar,

analy zing anyr...r., fi ,rt 
"rk 

you.r.lf _J: r.:f;"::_r"r:-
What is this scene about?

ffi:.lTg 
rhis scene, what do r understand about the

How did,n.,.#fjn:X..fl::-*,
What tools and r

order to .o*rr".nrrnues 
did the filmmakers use in

Are there 
"r._.J""fare 

these feerings?

picked,o ,,,I';:H:,][jiil misht not have

Did i have any expectations of the movie before I watchedit? V/har were rhese 
"rp..rrrrorri #lfrom? How aia tr,". ""::::l-^/ 

where did they come

what can r rearn JljI:n"ot 
my reaction to the movie?

susses, . _" ;EJ|*T: ;:H,H::;::5 ;"
i}ff:ll,f;Jf:''" seen it? Has mv understanding

re movie) changed?

Na rrative

),j,ffi:;:T:,L":story being tord on the screen bur
other devices that help tell that story.

What ls Formal Analysis?

*nalyzing narrative means examining the effect of a narrator,

the lelationships of characters, heroes pursuing goals and

Vlllsins thwarting their progress; it means taking stock of
llttllviclual scenes and how they fit into the overall plot, and

lltt st'cluence in which plot points are arranged in cause-and-

ellbct relationships. Questions that can help you examine nar-

l'rrt ivc elements closely include:

I )o I see any narrative or visual patterns recurring? Ifso,

what are these patterns, and why is the director

repeating them?

Who is the movie's protagonist? What motivates or

complicates that character's actions?

What might I learn from categoizingthe movie's

characters according to their depth (round characters

versus flat characters) and motivation?

Is the camera the only narrator of the film (in other words,

is the camera the vehicle by which viewers are "told"

the story of the movie)? Or is there another narrator,

provided to the viewer by voice-over or direct
address?

Does the movie use restricted narration to limit the

viewer's perspective? If so, what is the effect on

the viewer's understanding?

What is the movie's narrative structure? What is the

inciting incident? What goal does the protagonist

pursue? What obstacles does the protagonist encounrer,
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and how does she handle them? How is the problem
resolved?

Are the plot events presented in chronological order? If
not, how are (

this way? 
events ordered? .why 

were they ordered

W'hat can I learn from the moviet subplot? What does
this subplot add to the movie? Why is it there?

What nondiegetic elements lvoice_overs, for example)
are essential to the movie,s plot? Do they seem natural
and appropriare ro the film, or do rhey appear to be'tacked on,, ro make up for a shortcoming in the
narrative?

Are there scenes that create a nodceable summary
rerationship between story duration and screen
duration? How do these scenes complement or detract
from the overall narrative?

Is any major plot event presented onscreen more than
once? If so, why do you rhink the filmmaker has
chosen to repeat the event?

Mise-en-scAne

Mise-en-scdne ("staging or putting on an action or scene,, inFrench) refers to the complete look and feer of a movie_the
sum ofeverything the audience sees, hears, and experiences
while viewing it. Aspects of mise-en_scdne include the designof sets, costumes, makeup, and props, as well as the composi-tion of shots (i.e., how charact"r, 

"rrd 
objects are framed

What ls Formal AnalYsis?

irnd their organization, balance, distribution, and movement

within that frame). The interplay of design and composition,

irnd the relative emphasis of some elements of both, help

create meaning in each shot and scene. The following ques-

tions can help you deduce which elements of the mise-en-

scdne help create this overall feel and thus your response to

ar movie:

How am I responding emotionally to the movie's design

and mise-en-scdne? Am I comforted or made anxious

by what I see onscreen?

What elements contribute to my emotional response?

Does the movie's design feel coherent to me? Do the

various elements of the design (the sets, proPs, cos-

tumes, makeup, hairstyles, etc.) work together, or do

some elements work against others? What is the effect

either way?

Do the design and mise-en-scdne evoke the correct times,

spaces, arid moods? Or is there something not quite

"right" that distracts me?

Does it seem as though the filmmakers were attempting

to achieve a "realistic" look with the design and

mise-en-scdne of this film? If so, have the filmmakers

succeeded in that goal?

If making the mise-en-scdne seem "realistic" doesn't seem

to be important in this movie, what were the filmmak-

ers attempting to accomplish with their design?
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How are the individual shots framed? What is the
composirion within the frame? Where are rhe figures
placed? What is the relationship among the figures in
the foreground, middle g.orr.rJ, and background?

Does the film employ an open frame or a closed frame?
What visual clues suggest rhat the framing is open or
closed? What is the effect of this framing on rhe
viewerb understanding?

Does the use oflight call attention to itself.r What effect
does the lighting have on the overall meaning of the

",'."T: ;:J:: :::: "d;,,::,.#f#'J:; ".;litde moyement? How does this movr
ment or detract from the narrative? 

3ment comple-

Cinematography

Broadly speaking cinematography is the process of capturingmoving images on film. Movies have their own language, andcinematography could be called film,s grammar_how thatlanguage works ro make meaning. Cinlatography consisrsof a filmmakert choices about the types of shots, quality oflighting, camera angles, and special effects to create the lan_guage of cinema, in much the same way a writer picks hernouns, verbs, and adjectives to create meanin
just as specifi c *o.jr rr"; ;;;;;; ;#A::;ft :::choices in the cinematography of a film create different mean_ings and associations on the screen. When analyzinga filmtcinematography, consider some of the foilowing questions;

44

What ts Formal Analysis?

ls the film shot so that I identify with the camera lens? If
so, what does the director compel me to see? What is

Ieft to my imagination? In sum, how does the director,s
use of the camera help to create the movie's meaning?

Do the cinematographic aspects of the film-the qualities
of the film stock, lighting, lenses, framing, camera
angles, camera movement, and use of long takes-add
up to an overall look? How can I describe that look?

Which moments in the film convey information that is
not reflected in characrers' acrion and dialogue? How
do these scenes convey that information?

Are special effects used in the film? To what extenr? Are
they appropriate ro, and effective in, telling the story?

Are they effective in making something look real when
it isn't?

What kinds of shots am I noricing? Is the cinematogra-
pher employing shots other than the medium shot-
for instance, extreme close-ups or extreme long shots?

What role are these shots playing in the film?
Is the cinematographer deviating from eye-level shots? If

there are high-angle shots or low-angle shots, are these
shots meant to represent a particular point of view (i.e.,

are they POV shots)? If so, what does the angle convey
about that character's state of mind? If not, what does

it convey about the person or thing in the frame?

What can I note about the composition of shots within a

scene? Are the compositions balanced in a way that
conforms to the so-called "rule of thirds," or are the
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elements within the frame arranged in a less .paint-
erly" composition? How does the composition contrib_
ute to the scene overall?

Have rhe colors of a shot or scene been artificially manip_
ulated through the use ofcolor firters, different firm
stocks, or chemical or digital manipulation in order to
create a mood or indicate a state of mind? W.hat effect
is achieved?

Does the cinematography ever carl attention to itserf.r Is
this a mistake or misjudgment on the filmmakert
part, or is it intentional? If intentional, what purpose is
served by making the cinematography so noticeable?

Acting

Acting can encompass everything from an actor,s perfor-
mance in a movie to the aura of a movie star,s persona in a
fi1m. The look, voice, gestures, and interpretation of a char-
acter by an actor can contribute enormously to a filmt effect
on rhe viewer. And as styles of acting hrrre evolv.d over
more than a century since the movies began, the analysis of
acting is dependent on when a film was made, too. The fol_
lowing quesrions can help guide your response to the acdng
in a movie:

Why was this actor, and not another, cast for the role?
Does the actor's performance create a coherent, unified

character? If so, how?

What ls Formal Analysis?

Does the actor look the part? Is it necessary for the actor
to look the part? W'hy or why not?

What elements are most distinctive in how the actor
conveys the character,s thoughts and internal com-
plexities: body language, gestures, facial expressions,
language? Did the acror use these elements successfurly?

Does the actor seem to work well with fellow actors in
this film? pur anorher way, is there chemisrry? How do
the actors make us feel that chemistry? Conversely, do
any ofthe actors derract from the lead actor,s
performance?

Does the actor's performance have the expressive power
to make me forget that he or she is acting? If so, how
did the acror achieve this effect? If the actor is a movie
srar like Tom Cruise, do I forget that I am watching
Tom Cruise, or am I acutely aware that this is a Tom
Cruise movie? What are the implications either way?

a

Editang

Editing is the process of selecting, arranging, and assem-
bling the essential components of a movie_visual, sound, and
special effects-to tell a film,s story. It creates relationships
between different shots and between the components of a shor,
and from these relationships emerges a film,s meaning. The
different types and pacing of edits a filmmaker can make, from
flashbacks, montages, rapid cuts or long tracking shots, jump
cuts, cross-cutting, and more, contribute enormously to how
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we perceive a movie and its story. By asking some of the fol,
lowing questions, you can assess the effectiveness of editing
in a film:

Does the movie's editing manipulate my experience of
time? Is rhis condensing, slowing, speeding, repearing,
or reordering of time simply practical (as in removing
insignificant events), or is it expressive (in that it
creares anorher layer of meaning)? If the play with time
is expressive, just what is being expressed?

Does the editing overall seem to create continuity or
discontinuity? If the editing is mostly creating continu_
ity, are there nonetheless moments when the editing
creates discontinuity? What is the significance of those
moments?

What kind of transitions am I seeing from shot to shot
(e.g., types of curs, dissolves, wipes, etc.)? Does the
editor use one transitional effect more than others? Are
the transitions seamless and nearly unnoticeable, or do
they call attention to themselves? Why does the editor
use these techniques? What is their effect?

As each shot cuts to the next shot, I,l1 rap my finger on a

tabletop or orher surface ro get a feeling for the rhythm
of the editing. How might I describe that rhythm?
Does it stay constant, or does it speed up or slow
down? How does the rhythm affect my emorional
response to the movie?

What ls Formal AnalYsis?

Oonsidering the different types of match cuts in the film,

what visual or narrative information is each match cut

conveying?

I)o I see any moments in the movie in which the tradi-

tional conventions of Hollywood continuity editing-
including use of the master shot, the 180-degree

system, shot/reverse shot, match cuts, and parallel

editing-are violated in some way? Where and how do

these moments appear onscreen? What is the signifi-

cance of these moments?

Sound

'l'he sound we hear in a film-its music, dialogue, and sound

t'f-fects-creates meaning just as much as what we see. Sound

hclps the filmmaker tell a movie's story by reproducing and

intensifying the world that has been partially created by the

tilm's visual elements. The choices made for dialogue, music,

ambient sound,s, and even silence can alter our impression of a

scene completely, even if the visuals we see remain the same.

Elements to consider when analyzing a film's sound include:

Which sounds are diegetic sounds? Which are nondiegetic?

Which are onscreen sounds and which are offscreen

sounds?

What types of sound (vocal sounds, ambient sounds,

sound effects, music, silence) are used in this shot or

scene? To what effect?
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Are there moments whe- tr-^ ^^
accentuating urr, 

-ntt the sound create

. " 
*1u,,,,h" ;;*:';*l;::rj:;i.;iitr*1",

How does the sound
How is music used? ,,'"r"ron 

characterization?

Is the music r.rorl]i.t-o'ementary way? Ironically?

_ the shor or,.;;;iJ-r;::[:"" characters within
Do image and sound c

movie, or does orr.,o_Or._ent 
one another in this

Does this film use .rr.roo*'"'e 
the other?

In this *""", * ,;l* 
expressively? How so?

approach to sound- 
evidence ofa comprehensive

;ft #; 
-- ";'"::":';:fi*:; l,} :: #;,.

Exploring Meaning
FORM AND CONTENT

Even though we ve b

f :rr**,ilff ll -'j:-;i:iffi :T: ::;ff;H:
thrtgo.rhrrd;;il:lilere is another aspect of anv movie
and is shaped u, ar-lI-"h 

its form' a component that shapes

The termsp rm and.namely' 
the moviet content.

discussion ;;';. 
t'ntent crop up in alm<

they so often paired, ,t'l 
*nu' ;. ;.;;J;::::;ii,::T

\t the most basic level, we can define

Exploring Meaning

+ l uttrnt as the subject of an arrwork (what the work is about),
dtrrl lirrrn as the means by which that subject is expressed and
etlrr.r,it,trced. The two terms are often paired because worksul ,rr,t need them both. Content provides something to
ri t lrl (,ss. form supplies the methods and tecl
r, |)r,(.scnt content to the audience. 

Inlques necessary

I Lrwever, form doesn,t just allow us to see the subject/
( nnl(.r.rt; it lets us see that content in a particular way. Form
r,rr;rblcs the artist to shape both our experience and our inter_
l)r'('larion of that conrent. As we try to understand how the
rrrrvic we're analyzingworks, we thus become more awafe
r rl lrow form and conrent interplay to make meaning.In other
wolds, we come to see form as content, in that formal ele_
rr('rts convey something important about content. we come
tt) see content asform, in that content is shaped by the form it
lrrkes.

Complicating the matter futher is that, in addition to the
st()ry that any movie tells, there are cultural values, shared
icle als, and other ideas that lie just below the surface of that
rr.rovie. These cultural contents_the story, the assumptions,
the values, the ideas_as well as the particular fbrm they take,
create various layers of meaning within the movie. These
layers of meaning overlap, intersect, and inform one another.
The notion that any movie contains layers upon layers of
meaning may make the process of rooking at movies seem
intimidating. But you,ll find that the process of observing,
identifying, and interpreting a movie,s meanings will become
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